
“Time to Spin the Wheel” 
 

For as long as I can remember, one of my favorite pastimes has been manipulating those tricky 
permutations of 26 letters to fill in that signature, bright green gridded board of Wheel of Fortune. 
 
Every evening at precisely 6:30 p.m., my family and I unfailingly gather in our living room in 
anticipation of Pat Sajak’s cheerful announcement: “It’s time to spin the wheel!” And the game is 
afoot, our banter punctuated by the potential of either big rewards or even bigger bankruptcies: 
“She has to know that word—my goodness, why is she buying a vowel?!” 
 
{...} 
 
I was an avid reader early on, devouring book after book. From the Magic Treehouse series to the 
too real 1984, the distressing The Bell Jar, and Tagore’s quaint short stories, I accumulated an ocean 
of new words, some real (epitome, effervescence, apricity), and others fully fictitious 
(doubleplusgood), and collected all my favorites in a little journal, my Panoply of Words. 
 
{...} 
 
And yet, during this time of vocabulary enrichment, I never thought that Honors English and 
Biology had much in common. Imagine my surprise one night as a freshman as I was nonchalantly 
flipping through a science textbook. I came upon fascinating new terms: adiabatic, axiom, 
cotyledon, phalanges…and I couldn’t help but wonder why these non-literary, seemingly random 
words were drawing me in. These words had sharp syllables, were challenging to enunciate, and 
didn’t possess any particularly abstract meaning. 
 
I was flummoxed, but curious…I kept reading. 
 
{...} 
 
…and then it hit me. For all my interest in STEM classes, I never fully embraced the beauty of 
technical language, that words have the power to simultaneously communicate infinite ideas and 
sensations AND intricate relationships and complex processes. 
 
Perhaps that’s why my love of words has led me to a calling in science, an opportunity to better 
understand the parts that allow the world to function. At day’s end, it’s language that is perhaps the 
most important tool in scientific education, enabling us all to communicate new findings in a 
comprehensible manner, whether it be focused on minute atoms or vast galaxies. 
 
It’s equal parts humbling and enthralling to think that I, {...}, might still have something to add to 
that scientific glossary, a little permutation of my own that may transcend some aspect of human 
understanding. Who knows, but I’m definitely game to give the wheel a spin, Pat, and see where it 
takes me… 


